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Health Professions Pre-Application
PREWRITE

Strengths

Weaknesses

Brainstorm an exhaustive list of your strengths, and
ways that your background has especially qualified you
to be a good healthcare provider. Include your special
attributes and perspectives. Include hard skills (like
cracking books, managing time, or running IV’s) and soft
skills (like professionalism, making friends, and staying
motivated).
Look within. Be creative. Also, ask your friends. Ask
your mother.

Brainstorm an exhaustive list of your obstacles as a
student or practitioner. Include your weak attributes
and handicaps. Include personal or interpersonal areas
that cause you confusion or discomfort. Include hard
skills (like cracking books, managing time, or running
IV’s) and soft skills (like professionalism, making friends,
and staying motivated).
Be realistic—you may have weaknesses you don’t
understand. Ask your therapist. Ask your enemies.

sample:
love chemistry, O.chem
found calculus to be not that hard
take initiative (AED, etc)
never late for work
know lots of people
like lots of people
helpful
kind
friendly
*know some car repair
know some computer repair
*know some programming
*good at debate
*good at quiz bowl
good at Modern Warfare
*leader of MW guild
fit (karate, etc.), active
good time mgmt (after soph. yr)
well hydrated
progressing spiritually
avid reader, fiction
*light reader, spirituality
open to new ideas
some experience w/ other cultures (missions)
some experience w/ other faiths (missions)
handy, good at crafts (model painting)
creative (models, drawing)
minimalist living
good with finances
Put a STAR by any strength which maybe 20% or
fewer professional school applicants might claim.

sample:
*doubt self
*struggled w/ Bio, A&P
*lazy sometimes; procrastinate
played way to much MW freshman yr, bad time
mgmt
clueless about dating
uncomfortable in parties
limited med exp outside ER
*no hlth exp besides medical
*no business exp, not competitive
didn't handle breakup well
combative relationship with parents
can't get into chick flicks
*need computer time to recharge
should probably shower more often
don't like wearing fancy clothes
addicted to coffee
*get angry at dumb people
*not much interaction with poor/urban people

Most of a person’s weaknesses don’t present major
problems—though being aware of them is part of
maturity.
Put a STAR by any weakness that could pose
significant problems for you in school or as a
practitioner.
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Health Professions Pre-Application
PREWRITE

Accomplishments
What have you done that you’re proud of? That reflects your skills, work ethic, and character?

sample:
A's in Chem, O.Chem
2nd place Modern Warfare guild challenge
strong work history
maintain strong long-distance friendship with Dan
pretty good at cooking Indian food
awesome painted model of Enterprise D
2nd place regionals at h.s. debate
paid for most of college since soph. yr
learned how to study after fresh. yr
got along with 3 roommates I don't like
...incl. 1 who plays bagpipes
grew awesome beard freshman yr
outgrew awesome beard soph. yr
mostly got over thinking I was awesomest
helped Sal fix his Mustang
lived cheap since soph. yr
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Health Professions Pre-Application
PREWRITE

Motives
What motivates you to spend a career working in healthcare? What events or individuals started you on this
path? Why is healthcare something you want to do each day for maybe the next 30-40 years?

sample:
dad's heart thing
conversation with mom senior yr
want a technical career
want to help people
conversations w/ Dr. Karl and his nurses
encouragement from HPAC advisor
don't want a desk job
loved time as ER volunt
enjoy manipulation, surgery
enjoy problem solving
conversations with techs, decision not to go that way
earn enough to buy cool toys
option to do enjoyable work >40 hrs / wk
curiosity about cell chemistry, research chem
curiosity abt brain sci, dementia
desire to enhance performance, own and others
desire to improve own focus, time mgmt, productivity
desire not to do others' bidding

(There had better be things on this page other than, “I want to help people.”)
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Health Professions Pre-Application
PREWRITE

Goals
Goals are what you look forward to in the future, personally and professionally. What does your dream future look
like?
What sorts of tasks do you most enjoy? What sort of patients do you especially like to work with? Do you
especially prefer to work in a hospital, clinic, private practice, or other setting? Do you hope to serve in the military or as
a medical missionary? To be paid by the public or by private citizens? Are you especially interested in special areas
within your field (including academics or teaching)? How much time in a week will you want to devote toward
healthcare? Toward your personal life and family? Do you have particular earning, investment, or acquisition goals?
Career advancement goals?

sample:
buy a big house, lots of toys
feel good abt personal accomplishments
feel good abt helping others
use tech skills to optimize patient outcomes
maybe continue mission work
maybe explore more abt neuro med
<I guess my motives aren't that well formed. I should talk to my advisor about it.>
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PREWRITE

Influences
What people, experiences, relationships, or
circumstances shaped who you are today? Which ones
put you on the path to healthcare? Did a particular
book, quote, or event especially shape your outlook?

Challenges
What challenges, handicaps, circumstances, or
misfortunes have you had to overcome to get this far?
How did your influences and challenges change and
mature you?
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Health Professions Pre-Application
PREWRITE

Chronology
What events and experiences have helped to shape you as a future healthcare provider?
It’s useful to start with early childhood. What were your first experiences that shaped your present, healthcareready self? Continue listing events through the present day.
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